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Failure of Molecular Dynamics to Provide Appropriate
Structures for Quantum Mechanical Description of the
Aqueous Chloride Ion Charge-Transfer-to-Solvent Ultra-
violet Spectrum

Timothy W. Marin,a Ireneusz Janik,b David M. Bartels,b and Daniel M. Chipman∗b

The lowest band in the charge-transfer-to-solvent ultraviolet absorption spectrum of aqueous chlo-
ride ion is studied by experiment and computation. Interestingly, the experiments indicate that at
concentrations up to at least 0.25 M, where calculations indicate ion pairing to be significant, there
is no notable effect of ionic strength on the spectrum. The experimental spectra are fitted to aid
comparison with computations. Classical molecular dynamic simulations are carried out on dilute
aqueous Cl−, Na+, and NaCl, producing radial distribution functions in reasonable agreement with
experiment and, for NaCl, clear evidence of ion pairing. Clusters are extracted from the simulations
for quantum mechanical excited state calculations. Accurate ab initio coupled-cluster benchmark
calculations on a small number of representative clusters are carried out and used to identify and
validate an efficient protocol based on time-dependent density functional theory. The latter is used
to carry out quantum mechanical calculations on thousands of clusters. The resulting computed
spectrum is in excellent agreement with experiment for the peak position, with little influence from
ion pairing, but is in qualitative disagreement on the width, being only about half as wide. It is
concluded that simulation by classical molecular dynamics fails to provide an adequate variety of
structures to explain the experimental CTTS spectrum of aqueous Cl−.

INTRODUCTION
Ultraviolet (UV) excited states of aqueous chloride ion, as well as
other halides and many additional anions, are known as charge-
transfer-to-solvent (CTTS) states.1–3 All excited electronic states
of Cl− are unbound in the gas phase. However, the lowest UV
band in the aqueous spectrum that peaks at ∼7.1 eV4–6 arises
from bound excited states, which exist by virtue of the interac-
tion of Cl− with surrounding water. These states are of particu-
lar interest inasmuch as they allow for probing the local solvent
environment and because their partial delocalization onto neigh-
boring water molecules promotes dynamical electron detachment
to ultimately form hydrated electrons2,3 such as are ubiquitous in
aqueous radiation chemistry.7–9

Kim et al. have reported quantum mechanical (QM) results
for the lowest CTTS states in small gas phase clusters Cl−(H2O)n

having n=1-410,11 and n=5-6,12 and have further used ab ini-
tio molecular dynamics (AIMD) to follow the time evolution of a
cluster having n=3.13 Sheu and Liu have also reported QM CTTS
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60532
b Radiation Laboratory, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556-5674.

results for gas phase clusters having n=2-6.14,15

Other computational studies have used AIMD with periodic
boundary conditions to simulate the bulk water phase in order
to study CTTS of aqueous Cl−. Borigs and Staib16–20 treated Cl−

as one QM valence electron outside a pseudopotential core, with
water molecules treated by molecular mechanics (MM), finding
that the lowest vertical excited states qualitatively correspond to
3p-like to 4s-like transitions of Cl−, and subsequently followed
the dynamical detachment of the excited electron. Costa Cabral
et al.21 have carried out AIMD using a full quantum treatment of
Cl− coordinated to 0-6 explicit water molecules together with rep-
resentation of many additional water molecules as point charges.
Clusters extracted as snapshots from the simulation were sub-
jected to QM calculations, finding that the excited electron de-
localizes over a small number of water molecules in the first sol-
vation shell and in a cavity close to some hydrogen atoms.

The present work is the first attempt to computationally inter-
pret the shape, particularly the width, as well as the position of
the lowest band in the experimental CTTS UV spectrum of Cl−

in bulk water. It uses a strategy analogous to one that was car-
ried out to study the CTTS spectrum of aqueous iodide I− 22 in
which classical molecular dynamics (MD) is employed to obtain
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structures for subsequent QM calculations.
The next section describes a new experimental spectrum and

empirical fits to the observed spectra for use in evaluating the
computations. Following that is a section on classical MD simu-
lations of aqueous Cl−, Na+, and NaCl to obtain representative
structures for QM analysis. Then comes a section describing QM
calculations on vertical excited states of Cl− in which the environ-
ment is mimicked by using clusters extracted from the MD simu-
lations along with dielectric continuum surrounding the explicit
water molecules. The work ends with a concluding discussion.

FIT TO THE EXPERIMENTAL CHLORIDE
ION UV SPECTRUM
There are several experimental reports of the Cl− UV spectrum
in dilute aqueous KCl solution.4–6 The latter work6 provides the
most recent and detailed spectra, ranging from near ambient con-
ditions to highly elevated temperatures, but only the near ambi-
ent spectrum will be considered here. The experimental proce-
dure has been previously described in full detail.6 Data were col-
lected at two salt concentrations, 0.025 M and 0.250 M, although
only the 0.025 M spectrum was presented previously. The spectra
obtained at both concentrations are shown in Fig. 1. Data below
5.8 eV are omitted since in each case the absorption coefficient
has only very small background values there. The chlorine atom
spin-orbit splitting of 0.109 eV23 is too small to be resolved in
the extant experiments. While the spectra at the two concentra-
tions are very similar on the near low energy sides of the peaks at
.7.10 eV, there are notable differences elsewhere.
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Fig. 1 UV spectrum of aqueous Cl− from experiments and empirical fits.

Both cases have a cutoff at higher energies, beginning at ∼7.35
eV for the 0.250 M case and at ∼7.10 eV for the 0.025 M case.
These high energy cutoffs are due in part to masking by the on-
set of the rising edge of the water solvent UV absorption band.
This absorption is more significant in the 0.025 M case because of
the ten times longer path length used in that experiment, increas-
ing the magnitude of the water absorption tenfold and therefore
shifting the cutoff to lower energy. Also, above these cutoff energy
thresholds, multiple experimental artifacts arising from diminish-
ingly small levels of light transmission compound to give rise to a

Table 1 Parameters of fits to the raw experimental UV spectra of aqueous
chloride ion. The Br− correction term has optimum coefficient cBr− =
0.00532

εmax (M−1 cm−1) E0 (eV) σ (eV)

g1a(E) 12400 7.108 0.247
g2a(E) 4900 7.442 0.039
g1b(E) 12000 7.104 0.263
g2b(E) 11400 7.198 0.033
g f it(E) 12200 7.106 0.255

cutoff that is not vertical in nature, nor necessarily consistent in
slope between the two samples. Corrections made at the two dif-
ferent concentrations for these issues are therefore not expected
to peak at the same position. The shape of this cutoff edge can be
addressed in an empirical manner, as shown below.

Compared to the 0.250 M spectrum, the 0.025 M spectrum has
a distinct shoulder at lower energies centered at ∼6.3 eV. This is
believed to be due to contamination by a small amount of KBr,
whose region of peak absorbance covers the shoulder region.6

The sample cell had been used for a KBr experiment just prior to
the KCl experiment quoted here, and the KBr was evidently not
completely flushed away.

These differences between the two spectra can be reconciled
through empirical fitting. The fitting procedure uses gaussians
having the generic form

g(E) = εmax e−(E−E0)
2/2σ 2

.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of such a gaussian is
2
√

2log2σ ≈ 2.355σ .
The extinction coefficient observed for the 0.250 M spectrum,

labelled as “a”, can be fit with two terms according to

εa(E) = g1a(E)−g2a(E) .

The gaussian g1a(E) is mostly sensitive to the region near the
peak. Subtracted from it is a gaussian g2a(E) that describes the
high energy cutoff due to interferences from water absorption and
experimental artifacts. This fit, shown in Fig.1, provides an excel-
lent representation of the raw experimental data. The best fit
parameters are given in Table 1

The extinction coefficient observed for the 0.025 M spectrum,
labelled as “b”, can be fit with three terms according to

εb(E) = g1b(E)−g2b(E)+ cBr− fBr−(E) .

The gaussians g1b(E) and g2b(E) have interpretations analogous
to those just noted above. Added to them is a multiple of the
known 2-gaussian fit,6 labelled here as fBr−(E), of the aqueous
Br− spectrum that describes the low energy shoulder that is be-
lieved due to absorption by a small amount of Br− contaminant.
This fit, shown in Fig. 1, provides an excellent representation of
the raw experimental data. The best fit parameters are given in
Table 1 .

Assuming that the high energy cutoffs in both spectra and the
low energy shoulder in the 0.025 M spectrum are indeed cor-
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rectly interpreted as interferences, the only parts of the two fitted
spectra actually due to Cl− are the gaussians g1a(E) and g1b(E).
Consistent with this understanding, these two gaussians agree to
within the expected experimental error. The best estimate of the
actual Cl− spectrum is then taken to be a single gaussian g f it(E)
having parameters averaged over those of g1a(E) and g1b(E), giv-
ing the values included in Table 1. This fit has FWHM of 0.601 eV.
It is included in Fig. 1, where it differs significantly from the ex-
perimental 0.250 M spectrum only at energies higher than ∼7.35
eV where the experimental values are subjected to interference.

It is concluded that the UV spectrum of aqueous Cl− at concen-
trations of 0.025 M and 0.250 M can be accurately described as
the single gaussian g f it(E), at least up to energies of∼7.35 eV and
likely somewhat higher. This is the target that the computations
presented in the remainder of this study attempt to interpret.

It is surprising that the spectra are essentially identical at both
concentrations examined, showing that, at least up to concentra-
tions of 0.25 M, ionic strength has no notable effect on the spec-
trum. This implies either that ion pairing does not significantly
occur at these concentrations or that if it does occur its various
effects conspire together to accidentally cancel its influence on
the spectrum. The latter would imply that in some overall av-
erage manner the effect of ion pairing is about the same on the
ground state energy as on the excited state energies, causing a
coincidental negation of its influence on the transition energies.

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

MD Methods

Classical molecular dynamic simulations were carried out with
the Tinker 8.6.1 program package24,25 using the AMOEBA15
force field for water26 together with parameters for Cl− and Na+

deemed in that work to be consistent with it. This flexible and
polarizable multipole force field has been shown to provide an
accurate description of many properties of gas phase water clus-
ters and aqueous water over a wide temperature range, and also
of the gas phase water-Cl− and water-Na+ dimer binding energies
and of their aqueous ion solvation free energies.26

While the experiments for comparison were done with KCl solu-
tions, NaCl has been used here instead because of the availability
of suitable AMOEBA15 parameters for Na+ and the expectation
that the counterion identity should be of little consequence for
the Cl− spectrum in dilute solution. Indeed, experimental evi-
dence indicates that aqueous chloride ion has local coordination
that is quite insensitive to counterion, ionic strength, or moderate
changes in temperature and pressure.27

Temperature was held nearly constant at 298K through velocity
scaling regulated by the Berendsen weak-coupling thermostat.28

This strictly gives an ensemble intermediate between canonical
and microcanonical,29 which with the default coupling time con-
stant of 0.1 ps used in the calculations reported herein approaches
closely to the weak coupling limit of the canonical ensemble.
Periodic boundary conditions were invoked, using particle-mesh
Ewald summation of order 8 for electrostatic interactions with
a cutoff radius of 9 Å. The van der Waals interactions beyond
12 Å were tapered to zero with a 1.2 Å switching function. The
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Fig. 2 Radial distribution functions calculated for O-Cl− and H-Cl− in
water.

Table 2 Comparison of the first RDF maxima in Å and the Cl− coordi-
nation number from neutron diffraction (ND), extended X-ray diffraction
absorption fine structure (EXAFS), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) on dilute
NaCl to the present molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on dilute Cl−

Method O-Cl− H-Cl− coordination

ND80 3.16±0.11 2.19±0.16 6.9±1.0
EXAFS81 3.1±0.10 2.18±0.10 7
ND,XRD82 3.22±0.02 2.29±0.01 5.9±0.9
MD 3.25 2.28 7.0

equations of motion were integrated with a modified Beeman al-
gorithm30,31 using time steps of 1.0 fs. Induced dipoles were
converged to 10−4 D rms.

In all the simulations snapshots for analysis were saved at 1 ps
intervals. Radial distribution functions (RDFs) g(r) were obtained
from histograms having bins 0.10 Å wide fitted for display by
spline smoothing.

MD Simulations on Cl− in Water

Starting points for the Cl− simulations were initialized from a
previously equilibrated cubic box containing 216 water molecules
and having edges of 18.643 Å to reproduce the experimental den-
sity at 298K. One randomly selected water molecule was replaced
with a Cl− to produce an ion concentration of 0.256 M. This start-
ing configuration was first equilibrated for 50 ps and then prop-
agated in ten separate trajectories having different initialization
seeds. Each trajectory was run for 10 ns, producing a combined
total of 100 ns of Cl− data.

The O-Cl− and H-Cl− RDFs obtained from the Cl− simula-
tions are shown in Fig. 2. Similar results have been reported
in many other computational studies using various methods, in-
cluding classical MD,32–57 Monte Carlo,38,58–62 integral equation
techniques,63–69 AIMD,70–78 and QM/MM79 approaches.

The positions of the first RDF maxima and the Cl− coordination
number, determined by integration of the O-Cl− RDF out to the
first minimum that occurs at 3.92 Å, are given in Table 2 along
with experimental results obtained from dilute (<0.7 M) NaCl so-
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Fig. 3 Radial distribution functions calculated for O-Na+ and H-Na+ in
water.

lutions in the literature. In addition, the second RDF maxima can
be estimated from Fig. 6 in a neutron diffraction experiment80

to be at ∼5.1 Å for O-Cl− and ∼3.5 Å for H-Cl− compared to
4.98 Å and 3.67 Å, respectively, from the MD simulations. The
present results are seen to closely agree with those from the var-
ious experiments. For the record, it is noted that integration of
the computed O-Cl− RDF from the first to the second minimum
that is located at 6.00 Å gives a coordination number of 22 water
oxygens in the second solvation shell, and that the first minimum
of the H-Cl− RDF occurs at 2.97 Å.

MD Simulations on Na+ in Water

MD simulations on Na+ were carried out entirely analogously to
those already described for Cl−. Ten separate trajectories hav-
ing different initialization seeds were each propagated for 10 ns,
producing a combined total of 100 ns of Na+ data.

The O-Na+ and H-Na+ RDFs obtained from the Na+ simula-
tions are shown in Fig. 3. Similar results have been reported
in many other computational studies using various methods,
including classical MD,32–35,37–41,43–45,47–49,51,52,54,56,57,83–85

Monte Carlo,58–61 integral equation techniques,63–69,86 and
AIMD.71,72,74,76,77

The positions of the first O-Na+ and H-Na+ maxima and the
Na+ coordination number, determined by integration of the O-
Na+ RDF out to the first minimum that occurs at 3.19 Å, are
given in Table 3 along with experimental results obtained from
dilute (<0.7 M) NaCl solutions in the literature. The present re-
sults are again seen to closely agree with those from the various
experiments. Integration from the first to the second minimum
that is located at 5.35 Å gives a coordination number of 16 wa-
ter oxygens in the second solvation shell. For the record, it is
noted that the second maximum in the computed O-Na+ RDF lies
at 4.40 Å, and the first minimum and second maximum in the
H-Na+ RDF lie at 3.82 and 5.07 Å, respectively.

Table 3 Comparison of the first RDF maxima in Å and the Na+ coordina-
tion number from neutron diffraction (ND) and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
on dilute NaCl to the present molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on
dilute Na+

Method O-Na+ H-Na+ coordination

ND80 2.34±0.14 2.97±0.12 5.3±0.8
ND,XRD82 2.37±0.08 - 5.1±0.7
MD 2.42 2.95 5.6

MD Simulations on NaCl in Water
Starting points for the NaCl simulations were initialized by replac-
ing one randomly selected water molecule from the 216 water
box described above with a Cl− ion and a second water molecule
with a Na+ ion to produce a salt concentration of 0.256 M. Three
different possibilites for the initial Na+-Cl− distance were consid-
ered, at ∼3 Å, ∼5 Å, and ∼8 Å. Each of these starting configura-
tions was equilibrated for 50 ps with the constraint of holding the
Na+-Cl− distance nearly constant, and then propagated in ten
separate trajectories having different initialization seeds. Each
trajectory was run for 10 ns, producing 100 ns of data from each
starting configuration for a combined total of 300 ns of data.

The Na+-Cl− RDFs obtained from the three separate 100 ns sets
of data resulting from different starting separations give very sim-
ilar, albeit “noisier”, RDFs as that shown in Fig. 4 from the entire
combined data set, showing that in each case sufficient simulation
time was allowed for the ions to fully sample the entire range of
available Na+-Cl− distances. The RDFs show clear indications of
Na+-Cl− ion pairing.

The status of ion pairing in dilute aqueous NaCl is open to
question. A critical review of available experimental evidence
obtained from conductivity, potentiometry, activity and osmotic
coefficients, solubility, and various spectroscopies including di-
electric and ultrasonic relaxation, UV-vis, infrared, Raman, and
nuclear magnetic resonance has concluded that there is lin-
gering doubt about the reality of ion pairing for low charge
electrolytes in high permittivity solvents such as water.87 Con-
trary to that is the isolated claim based on evidence from in-
frared spectroscopy that, rather than all ions being individu-
ally well solvated, in fact all ions in NaCl solution exist as
bonded ion pairs even down to concentrations as low as 0.002
M.88 Ion pairing in dilute aqueous NaCl solution has been
consistently found in a variety of computational approaches,
including classical MD,40,43,44,47,48,54,56,83,89–112 integral equa-
tion techniques,63–67,69,86,113–118 continuum electrostatics mod-
els,119,120 Langevin dynamics,121–124 Monte Carlo,60,125,126 and
AIMD104,127 simulations.

For purposes of discussion snapshots having Na+-Cl− distances
up to the first minimum in the associated RDF at 3.74 Å will be
categorized as being contact ion pairs (CIP), those between the
first and second minimum at 6.04 Å as solvent-shared ion pairs
(SIP), those between the second and third minimum at 8.05 Å
as solvent-separated ion pairs (2SIP), and those beyond the third
minimum as being effectively unpaired and therefore free from
ion-ion interaction (Free). That should appropriately classify the
large majority of structures, although it is recognized that there
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Fig. 4 Radial distribution function (black, left axis) and potential of
mean force (green, right axis) for Na+-Cl− in water.

are other reasonable categorization schemes, and that such would
likely differ for some of the snapshots, particularly for those near
the cutoff minima. It should be pointed out that characterization
of the outermost minimum is likely less reliable than the others
because of edge effects due to the finite size of the simulation box.

Maxima of the present calculated Na+-Cl− RDF occur in the
CIP, SIP, and 2SIP regions at 2.93, 4.8, and 6.8 Å, respectively.
X-ray diffraction measurements down to 0.5 m NaCl fitted subject
to constraints based on MD simulations find the first two peaks
in the Na+-Cl− RDF to be at 2.80±0.01 Å and 5.10±0.01 Å.47

Neutron diffraction experiments down to 0.67 M NaCl massaged
by an empirical potential structure refinement find the first two
peaks in the Na+-Cl− RDF to be at ∼2.75 Å and ∼5.1 Å.80 These
values are in fair agreement with those calculated here for CIP
and SIP. Minima of the RDF occur at 3.74, 6.04, and 8.05 Å such
that the CIP region has 2.8% of the total salt population, the SIP
region 17%, the 2SIP region ∼21%, and the remaining Free re-
gion ∼59%.

The potential of mean force (PMF) w(r) between ions, as ob-
tained from the Na+-Cl− RDF by means of the relation128 w(r)
= −kBT log g(r) is included in Fig. 4. Positions of minima and
maxima of the Na+-Cl− PMF mirror those of the RDF. Working
from shorter to larger distances, PMF energies at the minima are
−0.56, −0.51, and −0.11 kcal/mol, while energies at the max-
ima are 0.43, −0.04, and 0.05 kcal/mol. These produce disso-
ciation and association barriers in kcal/mol of 0.99 for CIP→SIP
and 0.94 for CIP←SIP. Compared to thermal energy kBT of 0.59
kcal/mol, this indicates partial hindering of passage back and
forth between these regions. Dissociation and association bar-
riers in kcal/mol are 0.47 for SIP→2SIP and 0.07 for SIP←2SIP,
and 0.15 for 2SIP→Free and 0.05 for 2SIP←Free, implying that
facile movement is allowed among these outer regions. Similar
PMF results have been obtained through more direct methods in
a number of the studies referenced above.

QUANTUM MECHANICAL CALCULA-
TIONS
Overall, it is concluded that MD simulations with the AMOEBA15
force field give reasonable agreement with experiment for a dis-
parate assortment of Cl− properties in dilute aqueous solution, in-

cluding the solvation energy, coordination number, the O-Cl− and
H-Cl− RDFs, and likely also for the Na+-Cl− RDF and PMF. Snap-
shots from the MD simulations can therefore plausibly be used to
provide structures for subsequent QM treatment. Selected snap-
shots were always separated by at least 20 ps to minimize the
possibility of obtaining correlated structures. The QChem5 pro-
gram package129 was used for all the QM calculations.

QM Benchmarks

Twenty snapshots from the MD simulations of aqueous Cl− were
chosen for benchmark treatment to enable determination of a sat-
isfactory efficient QM protocol. Clusters containing Cl− and all its
first-shell water molecules were extracted from the selected snap-
shots, where first-shell water molecules were taken as all those
having O-Cl− distances up to the first minimum of the corre-
sponding RDF. The twenty clusters were chosen randomly, except
for the provision of having five representatives each of 5-, 6-, 7-,
and 8-coordination in the first solvation shell.

The selected clusters were treated with benchmark calculations
using the EOM-CCSD method130,131 with the aug-cc-pVDZ ba-
sis set,132,133 together with a dielectric continuum treatment134

of the region outside the explicitly treated atoms. The dielectric
continuum treatment is a modification of the COSMO method135

that is variously known as GCOSMO136 or CPCM.137 It is closely
related to the currently used version of the IEFPCM method,138

which is formally equivalent to the SS(V)PE method139,140 that
optimally describes, under the constraint of a representation in
terms of apparent surface charges, the influence of solute charge
that penetrates outside the cavity. Vertical excitation is treated by
a nonequilibrium approach,134,141,142 with static and optical di-
electric constants for water taken as 78.4 and 1.78, respectively.
The implementation in QChem5 describes the cavity as the union
of all atomic spheres with van der Waals radii multiplied by a fac-
tor of 1.2, and provides a switching/Gaussian (SWIG) blurring of
the cavity surface charge density.143–145

Benchmark EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ results were obtained for
the five lowest excited states of each of the twenty clusters. Prior
expectation is that the spectrum in the experimentally probed
range will arise from excitations of the 3p electrons of Cl−, which
are degenerate in the gas phase and can be anticipated to lie close
together in the somewhat asymmetric aqueous phase. The three
lowest excited states in all the clusters were indeed verified to
qualitatively correspond to holes in the 3p shell of Cl− and to ex-
cited s-like electrons having centers near Cl−, albeit with some
minor delocalization of the holes and more extensive delocaliza-
tion of the excited electrons onto nearby water, as expected for
CTTS transitions. In each cluster the three lowest excited states
are closely spaced within ≤0.19 eV, followed by a significant
break ≥0.24 eV before the next higher ones appear. The different
clusters however, show significant dispersion in their three low-
est excitation energies, varying over a substantial energy range of
6.7-7.4 eV and oscillator strengths of 0.04-0.14.

For the five clusters containing only 5 water molecules each it
was also feasible to carry out EOM-CCSD calculations with the
larger aug-cc-pVTZ basis set132,133 and the same dielectric con-
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tinuum treatment. Compared to the lowest three states of the
same five clusters with EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ these uniformly
give only slightly higher excitation energies, by an average of
0.079 eV, and oscillator strengths very slightly larger by an av-
erage of only 0.002. It is concluded that the aug-cc-pVDZ basis
set is quite adequate for EOM-CCSD benchmark calculations.

QM Protocol
To establish a more efficient protocol for feasible application to
a much larger number of clusters, the twenty benchmark struc-
tures were also treated with eight different methods based on
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) that have
been touted in the literature as being effective for excited
state calculations. The base DFTs are known as PBE0,146

CAM-B3LYP,147 BMK,148 MPWB1K,149 ωB97X-D,150 M062X,151

M11,152 and MN15.153 Each of these was tested together with
the 6-311++G**154,155 and the apcseg-1156–158 basis sets, both
of which contain polarization and diffuse functions on all atoms,
as well as the same dielectric continuum treatment described
above.

The mean unsigned error (MUE) and mean signed error (MSE)
of the TDDFT excitation energies E and oscillator strengths f ,
relative to the benchmark EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations,
averaged over the lowest three transitions of all twenty selected
clusters, are reported for each TDDFT/basis combination in Table
4, with the exception of MPWB1K/apcseg-1 which experienced
severe convergence difficulties with almost all the clusters. Note
that the errors are generally much smaller than the actual verti-
cal excitation energies that range from 6.2-7.5 eV and oscillator
strengths that range from 0.04-0.14.

Table 4 Average errors of TDDFT relative to benchmark EOM-
CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations on the lowest three vertical excited
state eneries E in eV and oscillator strengths f for 20 selected clusters of
chloride ion with water.

functional basis set E MUE(MSE) f MUE(MSE)

PBE0 6-311++G** 0.700 (−0.700) 0.007 (−0.003)
CAM-B3LYP 6-311++G** 0.381 (−0.381) 0.012 ( 0.011)
BMK 6-311++G** 0.081 ( 0.081) 0.038 ( 0.037)
MPWB1K 6-311++G** 0.273 (−0.273) 0.013 ( 0.012)
ωB97X-D 6-311++G** 0.162 (−0.162) 0.029 ( 0.028)
M062X 6-311++G** 0.372 (−0.372) 0.011 ( 0.009)
M11 6-311++G** 0.349 (−0.349) 0.012 (−0.012)
MN15 6-311++G** 0.131 (−0.131) 0.047 ( 0.047)
PBE0 apcseg-1 0.756 (−0.756) 0.011 (−0.010)
CAM-B3LYP apcseg-1 0.434 (−0.434) 0.006 ( 0.004)
BMK apcseg-1 0.041 ( 0.039) 0.019 ( 0.019)
MPWB1K apcseg-1 - -
ωB97X-D apcseg-1 0.205 (−0.205) 0.021 ( 0.021)
M062X apcseg-1 0.425 (−0.425) 0.007 (−0.003)
M11 apcseg-1 0.420 (−0.420) 0.026 (−0.026)
MN15 apcseg-1 0.165 (−0.165) 0.043 ( 0.042)

Most of the DFT methods tested give energy MUE and MSE of
several tenths of an eV compared to the benchmarks, and sim-
ilar errors are obtained for the only case of MPWB1K/asegpc-1
that succeeded in converging. Somewhat better performance for
energy MUE and MSE . 0.20 eV is seen with BMK, ωB97X-D,
and MN15 for both the 6-311++G** and the apcseg-1 basis sets.
The top performing method overall is BMK/apcseg-1, with energy

MUE and MSE of only 0.041 and 0.039 eV and oscillator strength
MUE and MSE of 0.019. For the five cases of 5-coordination
where comparison can be made, BMK/apcseg-1 agrees even bet-
ter with the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ results (0.020, −0.019,
0.016, 0.014 for energy MUE, MSE in eV and oscillator strength
MUE, MSE, respectively) than with the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ
results (0.060, 0.060, 0.017, 0.016 for energy MUE, MSE in eV
and oscillator strength MUE, MSE, respectively). Based on its ex-
cellent performance for the benchmarks, BMK/apcseg-1 was cho-
sen as the QM protocol to be applied to a much larger selection
of clusters.

To test whether a single shell of explicit water molecules is
enough, a second shell of solvent was included in the twenty
selected clusters by choosing all water molecules having O-Cl−

distances up to the second minimum of the corresponding RDF,
together with the same dielectric continuum treatment described
above outside of that. This produced clusters having anywhere
from 19-33 explicit water molecules. Enlarging the clusters in this
way changed the three lowest BMK/apcseg-1 excitation energies
of the twenty clusters by MUE of only 0.084 eV, slightly raising
them in nearly all cases, and changed the oscillator strengths by
an unsigned average of only 0.014. It is concluded that surround-
ing Cl− with just one shell of explicit solvent plus a dielectric
continuum is quite adequate for the present study.

QM Results for Cl− in Water

To treat the CTTS spectrum, selection at 20 ps intervals from
the Cl− MD simulation produced 5000 largely uncorrelated
snapshots. Clusters containing Cl− and all its first-shell water
molecules with dielectric continuum outside that were extracted
from the snapshots and subjected to BMK/apcseg-1 calculations
on the five lowest excited states. It transpires that in the vast
majority of cases only the three lowest excited states of the clus-
ters contribute to the energy region of interest up to 7.5 eV, as
expected. Only in 1.4% of cases does the fourth excited state
contribute, and in no case does the fifth excited state contribute
there. Thus, a quite sufficient number of excited states for each
structure was included for the present purposes.

While different population analysis methods can give disparate
quantitative results, such approaches can be useful to provide
qualitative information. A previous MD simulation on aqueous
Cl− 50 based on an earlier version of the AMOEBA force field
found in QM calculations on extracted clusters that there is some
charge transfer from the ion to solvent even in the ground state,
obtaining an average Cl− charge of −0.7 e from CHelpG159 anal-
ysis or −0.8 e from QTAIM160 theory. This CHelpG result is con-
firmed in the present QM calculations on 5000 snapshots, which
find the average Cl− charge (and its standard deviation) to be
−0.70 (0.08) e. It is concluded that there is a significant amount
of charge transfer from ground state Cl− to water, with a distri-
bution possibly ranging up to several tenths of an electron.

The difference between the excited and ground state electron
density matrix provides considerable insight into the nature of a
transition. Descriptors for each such density difference averaged
over all transitions up to 7.5 eV are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5 Descriptors of the excited to ground state density differences of
aqueous Cl− snapshots, given as average value in Å followed by standard
deviation in parentheses. Listed are the distances of the hole and ex-
cited electron centroids from Cl− and the hole and excited electron RMS
sizes for different numbers of snapshots and different numbers of explicit
solvation shells

snapshots 5000 20 20
solvation shells 1 1 2

hole centroid 0.11 (0.16) 0.10 (0.05) 0.09 (0.05)
excited electron centroid 0.39 (0.42) 0.39 (0.11) 0.52 (0.19)
hole size 1.48 (0.09) 1.48 (0.09 ) 1.51 (0.10)
excited electron size 4.15 (0.12) 4.10 (0.07) 4.28 (0.17)

For the full set of 5000 snapshots the small average distances
of the hole and excited electron centroids from the Cl− nucleus
confirms that the excitations emanate from Cl−. The electrons
and holes are therefore quite close together, the distribution of
their separations peaking at only ∼0.28 Å, and being essentially
negligible beyond ∼0.8 Å. The average hole RMS size further
shows the holes to be well localized on Cl−. Given that a water
molecule can be qualitatively characterized as having partial pos-
itive charge on the hydrogen atoms and partial negative charge
on the oxygen atom, any delocalization of negative charge from
the chloride ion onto solvent will tend to concentrate more about
the hydrogen atoms than about the oxygen atoms. The excited
electron RMS size is almost exactly midway between the first two
maxima of the O-Cl− RDF, which in conjunction with its rather
narrow standard deviation, indicates it to be mostly localized on
the outermost hydrogens of the first shell water molecules and the
innermost hydrogens of the second shell water molecules. Taken
together, these descriptors confirm that the excitations being an-
alyzed are in fact CTTS transitions of Cl− to nearby surrounding
water.

For the small set of 20 snapshots used in determination of the
QM protocol, the average values seen in Table 5 with one explicit
solvation shell are very close to those from the full set of 5000,
albeit with generally somewhat smaller standard deviations. The
small set therefore serves as a suitable proxy for the larger set,
which allows for comparison to the values where two explicit sol-
vation shells are included. As seen in Table 5, the latter values do
not change enough from those with one explicit solvation shell to
alter any conclusions reached for the full set of 5000 snapshots,
thereby reinforcing the point already reached earlier above that
one explicit solvation shell is adequate for present purposes.

The lowest excited state energies and oscillator strengths from
all the clusters provide a spectrum of many sticks having various
positions and heights. These sticks were placed into a series of
0.03 eV wide bins, that value chosen large enough to produce
a generally smooth overall envelope while still being a factor of
20 smaller than the width of the overall envelope, ensuring that
the envelope is not sensitive to the precise value chosen for the
bin width. The bin heights were each taken to be proportional
to the sum of all the oscillator strengths of the states contained
in the bin, and fitted for display by spline smoothing. While the
molar absorption coefficient is proportional to oscillator strength,
the proportionality constant is not known. The height of the cal-
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Fig. 5 Fitted experimental spectrum of aqueous Cl− compared to the
QM calculations on Cl− in water.

culated spectrum envelope was therefore empirically scaled to
match that of the fitted experimental spectrum. Hence, the cal-
culated and experimental spectra can be meaningfully compared
only in their positions and shapes, not their heights.

The calculated and fitted experimental spectra are shown in
Fig. 5. The calculated spectrum is very nearly gaussian (corre-
lation coefficient of fit r2 = 0.999), like experiment. It peaks at
7.12 eV, in what is likely fortuitously excellent agreement with the
peak at 7.106 eV in the fitted experimental spectrum. The shapes,
however, are quite different, with the calculated spectrum about
half as wide, having FWHM of 0.305 eV compared to 0.601 eV for
the fitted experimental spectrum.

The contributions from each of the three subbands are also
shown in Fig. 5. Each subband is nearly gaussian (r2 ≥ 0.997),
with almost evenly-spaced peaks at 7.05, 7.12, and 7.18 eV and
essentially equal FWHMs of 0.275, 0.274, and 0.274 eV, respec-
tively. The peak heights are slightly different, such that the three
subbands account for 28%, 33%, and 39% of the total area, re-
spectively. Thus, the overall band envelope has significant con-
tributions arising both from the separations of the subbands and
from their individual widths.

It may be that the three quasi-degenerate 3p states of Cl− inter-
change among one another faster than the solvent orientational
dynamics, which would lead to a single excitation band instead
of three separate overlapping subbands. This possibility of homo-
geneous broadening was raised, although not found, in a compu-
tational study of the hydrated electron161 that involves the anal-
ogous but reversed situation of an s-like ground state being ex-
cited into three quasidegenerate p-like excited states. Subsequent
polarized transient hole-burning experiments concluded that the
solvated electron spectrum in both water and methanol is indeed
predominantly homogeneously broadened.162 The present calcu-
lations cannot properly address this notion for aqueous Cl−. How-
ever, even it were happening it would not explain the discrepancy
with experiment, since it would lead to narrowing of the calcu-
lated spectrum, making the disagreement with experiment even
worse.

It is germane to estimate the otherwise absent effects of chlo-
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rine spin-orbit coupling on the computational results to better
compare with the experimental results that correspond to an un-
resolved mixture of the two spin-orbit doublet states. Given the
small magnitude of the chlorine spin-orbit splitting of only 0.109
eV, this can be approximately done by superimposing two shifted
copies of the computed spectrum, separating them by the experi-
mental splitting. This produces a net spectrum that is still essen-
tially Gaussian (r2=0.9997) with FWHM of 0.334 eV. That value
is only slightly larger than the computed FWHM of 0.305 eV ob-
tained without consideration of spin-orbit splitting, and is still
much smaller than the experimental FWHM of 0.601 eV. It is con-
cluded that spin-orbit coupling can account for only a small part
of the discrepancy with experiment on the spectral width.

In a search for possible associations it was determined that
there is no significant correlation (r2 < 0.10) of the calculated
excitation energies with the MD coordination number of Cl− or
with its QM-determined ground state charge.

It can be noted that an analogous strategy of carrying out MD
simulations to provide snapshots for QM analysis gave an ade-
quate description of both the position and band width observed
for the lower component of the spin-orbit doublet in the CTTS
spectrum of aqueous iodide I−.22 Be that as it may, the spin-orbit
components of the I− spectrum are only about half as wide as
in the Cl− spectrum,6 so possibly making it an easier target to
match.

QM Results for NaCl in Water

To investigate the possible influence of ion pairing on the CTTS
spectrum, selection at 20 ps intervals from the NaCl MD simula-
tion produced 15000 largely uncorrelated snapshots. From these
were included all 419 instances of the CIP, all 2581 instances of
the SIP, all 3025 instances of the 2SIP, and 5000 of the 8975 in-
stances of the Free categories. In each of the four categories the
clusters extracted from the snapshots included Cl− and all waters
within its first solvation shell. With the CIP and SIP categories,
Na+ and all waters within its first solvation shell were also in-
cluded. With the 2SIP and Free categories the Na+-Cl− separa-
tion is larger than the first solvation shell of Cl−, so no counterion
or associated waters were included in those cases, although their
influence is still felt in how they affect the solvation shell around
Cl−.

TDDFT calculations were carried out on all of these clusters,
again using the BMK/apcseg-1 method with dielectric continuum.
The stick spectra were binned, fitted, and the height scaled in
the same way as described above for the Cl− spectra, producing
the aqueous NaCl spectrum shown in Fig. 6. The spectrum is
nearly gaussian (r2 = 0.998) with peak at 7.06 eV and FWHM of
0.280 eV. These values are only slightly smaller than the 7.12 eV
peak and 0.305 eV FWHM found for the Cl− spectrum obtained
without the counterion. It is concluded that the counterion has
only a minor influence on the calculated spectrum.

Individual contributions to the spectrum from the CIP, SIP,
2SIP, and Free categories are also shown in Fig. 6. Note that
the much fewer instances of CIP makes that category subject to
considerably more statistical uncertainty than for the other cate-
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gories. The spectrum for each of the categories is nearly gaussian
(r2 = 0.979, 0.995, 0.993, and 0.999, respectively). The almost
equal peaks of 7.04, 7.06, 7.06, and 7.05 eV, respectively, differ
only slightly from the peak of the overall spectrum at 7.06 eV,
and the almost equal FWHMs of 0.287, 0.284, 0.271, and 0.283
eV, respectively, differ only slightly from the FWHM of the over-
all spectrum of 0.280 eV. It is concluded that each category of
ion pairing gives very nearly the same computed spectrum as the
other categories and nearly the same spectrum as that obtained
wihout counterions.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
One interesting and surprising takeaway from this work is that
ionic strength does not affect the aqueous Cl− CTTS spectrum up
to at least 0.25 M salt concentration, as clearly established ex-
perimentally and also found in the computations. To learn more
about this we plan future experimental work to systematically in-
vestigate the effect of ionic strength on the CTTS transitions over
a broad range of concentrations, temperatures, and counterions.

It is also puzzling that the elaborate QM computations made
here give a width of the Cl− CTTS only about half that of ex-
periment even while providing excellent agreement with experi-
ment on the peak position. It is then most likely that the quali-
tative discrepancy between the computed and experimental spec-
tral widths lies in a failure of the underlying MD simulations to
provide an appropriate variety of structures. There is no apparent
explanation for the source of this inadequacy. For example, the
RDFs obtained from the MD simulations agree well with experi-
ment for Cl− and Na+, and also, as far as can be discerned, for
NaCl as well. Also, there is no significant correlation of the cal-
culated excitation energies with the MD coordination number of
Cl− or with its distance to the nearest water molecule or sodium
ion, nor is there with its QM-determined ground state charge. A
couple of speculations on other possible sources of the problem
can be offered.

One possibility is that partial charge transfer of up to several
tenths of an electron from ground state Cl− to water molecules,
such as is suggested in the QM results by qualitative population
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analysis schemes, might significantly modify the distribution of
MD structures and so alter the QM excitation energies a suffi-
cient amount to provide the necessary width of the spectrum. In-
deed, analogous additional MD and subsequent QM calculations
not otherwise presented here obtained with MD charges on Cl−

of −0.9, −0.8, and −0.7 e, albeit without taking into account in
the MD the missing total charge, indicate that these calculated
spectra have nearly the same width as that obtained with the full
Cl− charge throughout but have peak positions shifted to lower
energy by ∼0.12 eV for each change in the Cl− charge by 0.1 e.
Considering the net spectrum as some linear combination of these
separate spectra would be sufficient to form a full spectral width
in agreement with experiment, at the sacrifice of only a small
deterioration of the excellent agreement with experiment on the
peak position. But consideration of the solvation energy strongly
argues against this explanation. The solvation free energy of a
spherical ion can be qualitatively analyzed in terms of the simple
Born model expression given by ∆GBorn = −(ε −1)q2/(2εR) with
ε the static dielectric constant of the solvent, q the ion charge,
and R the radius of the cavity containing the solute ion.163 The
dominant effect in this expression from a small change in the Cl−

charge would be in the factor q2, while any attendant change in R
should be only a secondary effect. The dependence on the square
of q indicates that any significant ground state charge transfer
to solvent would have a huge effect on the Cl− solvation energy,
thereby spoiling the otherwise good agreement with experiment
calculated for this property.26

Another possibility is based on time scales. The fact that the
AMOEBA force field provides reasonable accounts of several dis-
parate experimental results, including the Cl− solvation energy26

and, as shown here, the Cl− to water RDFs and QM determination
of the Cl− UV spectrum peak position, indicates that the MD simu-
lation reliably provides structures representative of time-averaged
solvent. However, unlike those properties, vertical excitation oc-
curs on a much shorter time scale than solvent fluctuations. The
width of the UV spectrum might be particularly sensitive to a wide
variety of instantaneous solvent configurations that differ signifi-
cantly from the time-average, and that class of configurations may
not be adequately sampled in the MD simulation.

Should either of these possibilities be the case, the problem
encountered in this work would likely be present more universally
in classical MD simulations of many other aqueous anions than
just to the situation of Cl− explored here.

Whatever the reason, it is evident that the high quality classical
MD simulation used in this study fails to provide an adequate va-
riety of structures to allow for QM rationalization of the width of
the experimental aqueous Cl− spectrum. Further work is clearly
warranted to establish a clarification of the deficiency. It would
interesting to see if the state of the art in either QM/MM, which
for example has proven useful to obtain structures for spectro-
scopic calculations on the aqueous OH radical,164,165 or in full
AIMD can solve this problem.
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